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Introduction

The Tru-Wall forming system is a versatile 
labor and cost saving slip form for 
vertical concrete. Horizontal form panels 
are raised using electrically powered 
winching devices. Vertical strong backs 
are placed approximately 7’ on center 
and fastened to the footing with angles 
and drill in fasteners. These strong backs 
are connected together into gangs and 
can be moved as a unit to the next pour 
position. Walkway brackets are attached 
for easy access as the moving form rises.
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Features & Benefits

Features & Benefits
Mix Design Assistance: Forming Concepts works with 

you and your engineers to design the optimal concrete 

mix to complete your Tru-Wall project.

Quality Concrete: Engineers and designers like the 

Tru-Wall system because it produces quality concrete. 

Honeycombing is eliminated and there is no segregation 

of the aggregate during concrete placement. Superior 

concrete means fewer callbacks for repair and more 

callbacks for future work.

Low Concrete Pressure: Tru-Wall eliminates the high 

concrete wall pressures normally associated with one-

sided forming, thus minimizing the use of accessory 

bracing. Large expensive anchors and heavily braced 

forms are not required, resulting in lower labor and 

material costs to you.

No Wall Penetrations: The finished wall has few, 

if any penetrations. Save labor and cost by eliminating 

patching and possible leaks in any waterproofing that 

has been applied. 

Embeds and Reinforcing Steel: Embeds are easily 

positioned and reinforcing steel can be ganged and 

placed from the system’s open face.

Versatility: The Tru-Wall forming system can be used 

for high walls, low walls, and irregularly shaped walls. It 

easily accommodates Raker braces, pilasters and corners.

Ease of Assembly: All major components can be 

assembled on the ground and flown to the pour position.
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Speed: The Tru-Wall forming system is fast. One 

hundred and twenty lineal feet of wall14’ high can 

be poured in one day. Eliminate days from your 

schedule and lower total forming costs.

Fewer Parts: Tru-wall uses fewer parts and pieces 

than any other one-sided wall forming system on 

the market.

Concrete Finish: Tru-Wall allows for a variety of 

concrete finishes, ranging from a walk away finish 

that will be covered after construction, to a steel 

trowel finish for exposed or architectural use.

Complete Layout Services: Our experienced 

design department provides a complete layout for 

your project which speeds assembly and minimizes 

downtime for your crew.

Crew Training and Field Service: By providing 

on-site field service and seminar crew training, 

Forming Concepts shortens your crew’s learning 

curve and insures that you have properly trained 

personnel and the tools required to complete your 

forming project successfully.

Safety:  Low pour pressures generated plus easy access from the stair towers and scaffolding incorporated into the system  

 plus the ability to assemble components on the ground add up to the safest system available for one sided forming.
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Pilaster Forming is easily accomplished 
with the Tru-Wall system

Versatility: 

The Tru-Wall forming system 

can be used for high walls, low 

walls, and irregularly shaped 

walls. It easily accommodates 

Raker braces, pilasters  

and corners.

No Wall  
Penetrations: 

The finished wall has few,  

if any penetrations. Save labor 

and cost by eliminating patching 

and possible leaks in any 

waterproofing that has  

been applied.
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Concrete placement made easy 
with Tru-Wall System

Ease of  
Assembly:

All major components  

can be assembled  

on the ground  

and flown to the  

pour position.
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Ability to pour high walls with stair tower  
and scaffold access is a Tru-Wall benefit

Concrete 
Finish:

 Tru-Wall allows for a variety  

of concrete finishes, ranging  

from a walk away finish that will be 

covered after construction, to a steel 

trowel finish for exposed or 

architectural use.
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Safety
Low pour pressures plus easy access from 
the stair towers and the scaffolding built in to 
the system, along with the ability to assemble 
components on the ground, add up to the 
safest system available for one sided forming.

Embeds 
and 

Reinforcing Steel: 

Embeds are easily positioned 

and reinforcing steel can be 

ganged and placed from the 

system’s open face.



185 Industrial Dr.
Gilberts, IL 60136                           
847-426-4400 

888-840-2468      
Toll Free
847-426-5164   Fax

Our policy is one of continuous improvement. We reserve the right to 
change, alter or modify any detail, design, weight, dimension or code 
without prior notice being given.
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The arrangements of equipment shown in photographs may have been assembled by others and 
therefore do not reflect current best working practices or legislation requirements.
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